STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS

To help prevent the spread of COVID-19, please limit the number of people you bring with you to vote.

STATE OFFICES

FEDERAL OFFICES

PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT

John McCain and Sarah Palin

Barack Obama and Joe Biden

Cynthia McKinney and Rosa DeLauro

Ralph Nader and Matt Gonzalez

Bob Barr and Wayne A. Root

Chuck Baldwin and Jared Castle

U.S. SENATOR

Dean Barkley

Norm Coleman

 Padresola

Charles Aldrich

James Merrick

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE

Bob Anderson

Michele Bachmann

Eric Tinkler

STATE SENATOR

ALISON KUIKER

Lisa A. Powell

MAYOR

John McCauley

Barbara Kubin

Cynthia McKinney and Rosa DeLauro

Ralph Nader and Matt Gonzalez

Bob Barr and Wayne A. Root

Chuck Baldwin and Jared Castle

STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

JUDGMENT

VOTE "FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT"